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Welcome to the Official DLAB Training Manual: Study Guide and Practice Test. Inside this DLAB

study guide, you will find everything you need to increase your overall DLAB Score. Act Now and

enjoy this Introductory Price but soon it will double! Easy to read, this Study Guide gives you a

comprehensive understanding of the DLAB test and breaks down each section of the Exam. Follow

its directions and utilize the example questions to help build the necessary knowledge to increase

your DLAB score.Finally, test your DLAB knowledge with this fully comprehensive DLAB Practice

Test. Gain experience on what to expect on the official DLAB Test with this complete practice exam.

Furthermore, the answer key to this Practice Test gives you a full explanation to each answer.With

this Study Guide and Practice Test, you will have everything necessary to pass the DLAB and earn

the score you need to advance in the Military's language program.
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Original Title: Too brief, riddled with typosI haven't yet taken the exam, so expect an update.That



said, though the general advice seems like it should be helpful, the meat of this book is the sample

exam. There were far too few questions to make the purchase worthwhile. There were also a lot of

typos in questions where the spelling of words was deliberately distorted to simulate another

language's grammar rules, but where the typos rendered the question worthless.UPDATE: I took

the exam, scored well.In hindsight, this book was better than I originally thought, so I'm raising my

rating from two stars to three stars.There really isn't much one can do to study for the DLAB. A

person should know the difference between a verb, a noun, and an adjective before taking it, and

they should be familiar with the concepts of possession, subject, and object. Beyond that, I don't

buy the argument in the book that one should purchase and study a comprehensive English

grammar prior to taking the DLAB; that is, so long as you understand the aforementioned language

concepts.If you do get the assignment to learn a language, I can see how going into it with a

thorough understanding of English grammar would be helpful. Though, having learned one foreign

language already, I can say that it's important to understand a new language's grammar on its own

terms and not merely as an analogue to English grammar. It's helpful to see where one's native

language shares characteristics with foreign languages, but if taken to the extreme one runs the risk

of Anglicizing all other languages. Then, as Master Yoda says, you must unlearn what you've

learned in order to get things right in the new language.But I digress.If you get through the practice

exam in this book and are on the verge of panic because you feel there is no hope of you scoring

well on the actual DLAB, then you're probably experiencing a very normal reaction because that's

exactly how I felt and I like to think that I'm a fairly normal person.As I said before, I don't think there

is a good way to study for the DLAB except to be familiar with what you'll see and hear on the actual

exam. This book offers a decent peek into what it will be like. I found the actual DLAB more difficult

that the practice exam, but probably because I was also experiencing the time limit and stressors of

actually taking as opposed to merely practicing for an insanely difficult exam that decides my

eligibility for selection into a language program.Mr. Cunnings should also very carefully read through

every question and answer on the practice exam to find and eliminate every typo. Also, in the

interest of improving his ebook beyond what it currently is, Mr. Cunnings should consider including

real audio for the audio portions of the practice exam.

Just took the DLAB and landed an Airborne Linguist Position with a 110 score. Barely passed for

the Air force myself, but I believe I wouldn't have if I hadn't read this book; I most likely would have

failed like the entirety of people I took the test with. The practice test the recruiters give you is just

about useless and I absolutely believe the only reason I passed was because I found, bought, and



reviewed this book the night before my test. Just about everything it says actually happens on the

test save for a couple things.-You are able to see the rules throughout the second section, no need

to memorize them; although it would save a lot of time to do so.-It recommends not spending too

much time on a single question so guessing is encouraged over intense brainstorming. While this is

true, what it doesn't tell you is you can't answer any question until the full audio file has played. So

don't do like me and wait till the last 60 seconds to start guessing when you fall behind.And

remember everyone, there is NO scratch paper. It is all in your head, so get a good night sleep!

Like everyone else I was told that there was no real way to study for the DLAB. I listened/read all

the horror stories of how difficult it was and how few every really passed. I have no previous

language experience, so I was doubtful in the beginning I would be able to pass the test. Thankfully

I had fellow recruits interested in exam, one who had already passed. They recommended I check

out . The study guide they used was no longer for sale but I went ahead and purchased this one

instead. (I also bought the guide by William Patton, for some extra material.)After reading this guide

I felt a lot more confident about taking the test. It's true the book is filled with both grammatical and

answer errors. But the tips they give you are so helpful and the rules listed are similar those on the

real test. I was told that I needed a higher than average score for the branch I joined. So I was

under a lot of pressure. I knew if I could just study the guide and know the rules inside out that I had

a better chance than just going in blind.Amazingly I did well over the requirement and scored 120+. I

couldn't have done it without this. It was absolutely worth the $10. I'll be recommending it to any

recruit looking to pursue this specialty. Thanks to this guide I have an opportunity to pursue a career

I wanted most.

pretty good. definitely helped me sure up picking out stressed syllables. goes in-depth on the rules

and reviews basic grammar rules like what's an object, subject, etc. which is especially useful for

someone who hasn't read up on standard language rules. my only problem is with the practice

exam... which i'm sure is why most people buy this, but hear me out. a couple of the answers are

marked down wrong, as in the answer keys have the wrong letters, but the explanations straighten it

all out.overall, i'd say it's a good investment. i mean, it's either $10 or just sorta take your chances.

there are a few good study guides out there but this not only covers the rules on the DLAB itself but

also the basics of english, grammar and syntax. if you're serious in pursuing a career that requires

something like taking the DLAB, i'd definitely recommend this. just remember to read through the

answer keys thoroughly.
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